Abstract

Objectives: This study aimed to analyze within-week and within-match external load variations in male soccer players over three consecutive matches during a congested week.

Methods: The study cohort included nineteen elite professional male players (age: 26.5 ± 4.3 years) from a European First League team. Players were monitored daily over a full season using measurements collected by global positioning systems (GPSs). GPS-derived measures of total distance (TD), high-speed running (HSR), high metabolic load (HML), and maximal speed (maxSpeed) were collected during each match.

Results: TD and HML intensity were meaningfully lower during the second half of the season than the first half for all weeks (p < 0.05), regardless of the number of matches. Also, the standardized differences for both metrics presented moderate-to-strong effect sizes. Although no significant differences between halves were found for HSR or maxSpeed (p > 0.05), these measures presented inconsistently minimum-to-strong effect sizes in some matches in overall weeks.

Conclusion: The findings of this study revealed that TD and HML distances were significantly different between halves for all weeks, regardless of the number of matches. Meanwhile, HSR and maxSpeed measures presented no significant differences across matches overall.
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1. Introduction

Soccer represents a complex order versus disorder system that requires the continuous assessment of athletes’ workloads, especially during congested fixtures [1, 2]. The systematic monitoring of the loads imposed on athletes allows coaches to track the progression and direction of training and match loads [3]. Follow-ups on these types of assessments...
are of paramount importance to make necessary training adjust-
ments, as well as to ensure more individualized recovery
strategies considering athletes who play more than one match
per week [4, 5].

The process of load monitoring is organized into two
main interconnected concepts [6]: (i) external loads (the
physical demands imposed on players by coaches) and (ii)
internal loads (the psychobiological responses to the imposed
demands). Although these two monitoring concepts are
related to each other, they are quantified by different
means [7]. While internal loads can be measured using
objective and subjective measures, external loads can only
be quantified through objective devices such as global
positioning systems (GPSs), inertial measurement units
(IMUs), and accelerometers—the latter are usually embedded
in modern GPSs [8]. There are some methodological and
practical concerns regarding GPS metrics and the different
analyses of external loads. The most common are (i)
distances covered at different speed thresholds; (ii) changes
in speed, such as accelerations and decelerations; and (iii)
actions measured by accelerometers or IMUs, such as high
metabolic load and impacts [9].

Weekly soccer schedules have become more congested due
to the inclusion of both domestic and international compe-
titions in addition to competitions for each team’s national
league. Thus, athletes often are given short recovery periods
between matches during a training week and, therefore, are
at a relatively high risk of suffering an injury [10]. Indeed,
posure to more than two matches during a week is as-
associated with decreased strength and muscle stiffness and
increased physiological stress [11–13]. Moreover, matches
have residual fatigue effects on players that can last up to
72 h [14]. Thus, a better understanding is needed of how
external demands are handled by players who participate in
multiple matches in one week. Although several studies have
documented the effects of congested fixtures on soccer play-
ers, inconsistencies have arisen regarding the dependencies
of some GPS metrics regarding congested schedules, which
still to be resolved [15].

Coaches and practitioners now have insights into the
match intensity of each GPS-derived metric and can use
this information when analyzing the external load demands
associated with matches. They can do this by dividing
each external load metric by match duration, which yields
relativized per-minute values [16]. Overall, studies on this
topic have focused on congested fixtures’ acute effects on
external load demands [15]. However, few studies have
analyzed between-match and within-match variations
during congested weeks using per-minute external load
measures. One previous study used match intensity values
instead of volume to analyze between- and within-match
variations and found that the overall distances covered per
minute varied between matches in congested weeks but only
for low-intensity measures [17]. Considering variations
within matches during a congested fixture, the same authors
[17] revealed that neither low-intensity nor high-intensity
measures varied between the two halves of a match.

As has been reported [18, 19], overall external load mea-
sures are not affected by a lack of significant differences be-
tween congested and non-congested weeks. However, other
studies have revealed that this matter may not be so straight-
forward [20, 21]. Studies conducted on an elite soccer team
from the top “big five” European leagues revealed that both
distance- and accelerometry-based volume measures changed
during congested fixtures, especially among players who par-
ticipated in three consecutive matches [20, 21]. However, the
reported dependencies were related to weekly external load
training volume (accumulated weekly loads). The authors
did not consider external match load measures relativized per
minute. Overall, per-minute measures are expected to vary
significantly in congested fixtures due to accumulated fatigue
caued by the lack of recovery time given to athletes playing in
three matches in a week. For those reasons, we hypothesize
that some measures per minute may present within-week and
within-match variations, while higher high-intensity mea-
sures such as maxspeed may remain consistent.

Following the above-mentioned statements and in an at-
tempt to provide better insights to coaches and practitioners
regarding the characterization and the impact that playing in
three matches in a row during one week has on soccer players,
this study aimed to (i) analyze variations in distance covered
(m/min), high-speed running (m/min), high-metabolic load
distance (A.U./min), and maximal speed (m/s) over three
consecutive matches within a congested week and (ii) analyze
within-match variations (between halves) in external load
measures during congested weeks.

2. Methods

2.1 Experimental approach to the problem

This study followed an observational cohort design. Elite
soccer players were monitored throughout a full season (from
July 3, 2018 to May 9, 2019). Only the 45 weeks of in-season
training and competition period was analyzed considering
the purpose of analyzing only congested weeks. Congested
weeks were classified as those in which three matches were
played. Only players who participated for at least 45 minutes
in all three matches during a congested week were considered
for the analysis. External loads were monitored daily using an
18-Hz GPS. The monitoring process occurred during home
and away matches, all of which took place in the same country
(England).

2.2 Participants

The cohort included nineteen professional male players (age:
26.5 ± 4.3 years; height: 180.2 ± 7.3 cm; body mass: 75.6 ±
9.6 kg; experience as professionals: 7.5 ± 4.3 years) from an
English Premier First League team voluntarily participated
in this study. The eligibility criteria for being considered in
the analysis were: (i) participation in at least two consecutive
matches (i.e., 1st and 2nd OR 2nd and 3rd OR 1st, 2nd, and
3rd); (ii) absence of injury or illness during the congested
weeks and the three weeks before them; (iii) absence of any
injury lasting more than four consecutive weeks through-
out the season. From the 25 players initially included, 6 players were excluded because they had not participated in two consecutive matches. Detailed information about the study design, procedures, and methodological approach was provided before the beginning of the study, and all players signed a free informed consent form before participating. The study followed the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the scientific council of the local university.

2.3 External load quantification

The players were monitored with an 18-Hz GPS unit (STATSports, Apex, Newry, Northern Ireland) during the study. The employed GPS revealed good levels of accuracy and variability at different speed thresholds [22] and excellent inter-unit reliability for peak velocity [23]. Considering the current issues related to GPS distance-based measurements (mainly accelerometry-based measures), the use of 18-Hz GPS sampling shows greater validity and reliability than 10-Hz and 15-Hz samplings [24]. While 18-Hz GPS sampling and 20-Hz local positioning systems (LPSs) have greater validity and reliability than 10-Hz and 15-Hz GPSs, they also present greater measurement errors [25].

The units were placed in a specific vest fixed between the scapulae, and each player used the same unit throughout the season to reduce inter-variability. During the period of data collection, the range of satellites was 18 to 21. The data collected during matches were imported and processed in the STATSports APEX software (version 5.0) [23]. The following measures were extracted from each match: (i) total distance (TD: the total distance covered by players); (ii) high-speed running (HSR: distances covered at a speed of 19.8 W·h⁻¹ or above); (iii) high-metabolic load distance (HMP: distances covered at HSR, coupled with accelerations and decelerations at a magnitude of 2 m/s² or above); and (iv) maximal speed (maxSpeed: maximal running velocity reached). All the selected GPS-derived measures were relativized to match duration by dividing each metric value per minute.
2.4 Statistical procedures

Data analysis was performed using the SPSS software version 26.0 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) program. Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) in bar graphs, and individual variations in three consecutive matches for each week were shown in scatter plot graphs. Two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the variations of external load measures (distance covered, high-speed running, high-metabolic power distance and maximal speed) measured in two halves (1st and 2nd half) according to three consecutive matches (match 1, match 2, match 3) for each week (week 1, 2 and 3). Variances were found to be homogeneous for all external load measures. Therefore, sphericity assumed values were taken into account ($p > 0.05$). The Bonferroni test was used to make the pairwise differences. In addition, the standardized effect size (ES) of Cohen's d was calculated for pairwise comparisons. The Ferguson's classification was used to evaluate the ES as follows [26]: no effect (ES < 0.04), minimum effect (0.04 ≤ ES < 0.25), moderate effect (0.25 ≤ ES < 0.64), and strong effect (ES ≥ 0.64). Significance level was interpreted according to $p < 0.05$, $p < 0.1$ and $p < 0.001$.

3. Results

The Fig. 1 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 1, for distance covered.

A statistically significant difference was found in the comparison of distance covered of 1st half and 2nd half regardless of matches ($F_{(1,12)} = 188.398$, $p < 0.01$, partial eta squared: 0.940). According to Bonferroni post-hoc analyses, there was a significant decrease in distance covered in the 2nd half versus the 1st half (standardized difference ES: 1.12 (0.59; 1.65, 95% CI), strong effect). Matches and halves interaction revealed a significant effect on distance covered ($F_{(2,12)} = 9.903$, $p < 0.01$, partial eta squared: 0.623). There was greater decrease in distance covered in the first match (standardized difference ES: 2.31 (−2.66; 7.30, 95% CI), strong effect) as compared with the second and third matches (Second match: standardized difference ES: 0.83 (0.02; 1.64, 95% CI), strong effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: 0.88 (−0.11; 1.65, 95% CI), strong effect).

The Fig. 2 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 2, for distance covered.

In the second week, significant difference was observed in the comparison of distance covered 1st half and 2nd half without any match distinction ($F_{(1,25)} = 39.012$, $p < 0.01$, partial eta squared: 0.609). A significant decrease was observed for distance covered in the 2nd half compared to the 1st half (standardized difference ES: 0.38 (0.20; 0.56, 95% CI), moderate effect). Matches and halves interaction showed a statistically significant effect on the distance covered ($F_{(2,25)} = 9.357$, $p < 0.001$, partial eta squared: 0.428).

There was greater decrease in distance covered in the second match (standardized difference ES: 0.63 (0.22; 1.04, 95% CI), moderate effect) than in the first and third match (First match: standardized difference ES: 0.23 (0.04; 0.42, 95% CI), minimum effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: 0.07 (−0.01; 0.16, 95% CI), minimum effect).

The Fig. 3 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 3, for distance covered.

In the third week, a significant decrease in distance covered was found in the 2nd half compared to the 1st half regardless of the three consecutive matches ($F_{(1,21)} = 8.717$, $p < 0.01$, partial eta squared: 0.293, standardized difference ES: 0.13 (0.00; 0.26), minimum effect). Matches and halves interaction on distance covered was statistically significant ($F_{(2,21)} = 3.827$, $p < 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.267). There was greater decrease in distance covered in the first match (standardized difference ES: 0.16 (−0.02; 0.36, 95% CI), minimum effect) compared to the second and third match. (Second match: standardized difference ES: −0.03 (−0.21; 0.15, 95% CI), no effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: 0.18 (−0.05; 0.42, 95% CI), minimum effect).
The Fig. 4 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 1 and 2, for high-speed running.

No significant difference was found in the comparison of 1st half and 2nd half mean values of high-speed running performance without discriminating matches (Week 1: \( F(1,12) = 1.708, p > 0.05 \), partial eta squared: 0.125, standardized difference ES: 0.27 (–0.14; 0.69), moderate effect; Week 2: \( F(1,25) = 0.710, p > 0.05 \), partial eta squared: 0.028, standardized difference ES: 0.10 (–0.13; 0.34), minimum effect). Matches and halves interaction had no statistically significant effect on high-speed running performance (Week 1: \( F(2,12) = 0.041, p > 0.05 \), partial eta squared: 0.007, Week 2: \( F(2,25) = 0.281, p > 0.05 \), partial eta squared: 0.022).

The Fig. 5 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 3, for high-speed running.

In the third week, there was a significant difference in high-speed running in the 2nd half compared to the 1st half (\( F(1,12) = 7.035, p > 0.05 \), partial eta squared: 0.251, standardized difference ES: 0.41 (0.08; 0.73, 95% CI), moderate effect). Moreover, Matches and halves interaction did not significantly had an impact on high-speed running performance (\( F(2,21) = 0.083, p > 0.05 \), partial eta squared: 0.008).

The Fig. 6 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 1, for high-metabolic load distance.

In the first week, high-metabolic load distance decreased in the 2nd half compared to the 1st half, regardless of the three consecutive matches (\( F(1,12) = 116.594, p < 0.01 \), partial eta squared: 0.907, standardized difference ES: 0.89 (0.43; 1.35, 95% CI), strong effect). In addition, Matches and halves interaction was found to have a significant effect on high-metabolic load distance (\( F(2,12) = 8.861, p < 0.01 \), partial eta squared: 0.596). There was greater decrease in high-metabolic load distance in the first match (standardized difference ES: 1.39 (–1.75; 4.53, 95% CI), strong effect) than in the other matches (Second match: standardized difference ES: 0.84 (0.01; 1.67, 95% CI), strong effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: 0.64 (0.06; 1.22, 95% CI), strong effect).

The Fig. 7 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 2, for high-metabolic load distance.

In the second week, there was significant difference between 1st half and 2nd half for high-metabolic load dis-
FIG. 5. Mean and SD of high-speed running (m/min) in the 1st and 2nd half of three consecutive matches for Week 3.

FIG. 6. Mean and SD of high-metabolic load distance (A.U./min) in the 1st and 2nd half of three consecutive matches for Week 1.

FIG. 7. Mean and SD of high-metabolic load distance (A.U./min) in the 1st and 2nd half of three consecutive matches for Week 2.

tance without any matches distinction ($p < 0.01$, partial eta squared: 0.409). High-metabolic load distance decreased in the 2nd half as compared with 1st half (standardized difference ES: 0.34 (0.14; 0.53, 95% CI), moderate effect). Matches and halves interaction had a significant effect on metabolic power ($F_{(2,25)} = 3.721$, $p < 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.229). The high-metabolic load distance in the second match (standardized difference ES: 0.61 (0.16; 1.06, 95% CI), moderate effect).
FIG. 8. Mean and SD of high-metabolic load distance (A.U./min) in the 1st and 2nd half of three consecutive matches for Week 3.

The Fig. 8 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 3, for high-metabolic load distance.

In the third week, high-metabolic load distance showed a decrease in 2nd half versus 1st half without discriminating three consecutive matches ($F_{1,21} = 14.066, p < 0.01$, partial eta squared: 0.401, standardized difference ES: 0.25 (0.09; 0.40, 95% CI), moderate effect). The effect of Matches and halves interaction on high-metabolic load distance was not found to be statistically significant ($F_{2,21} = 0.392, p > 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.036).

The Fig. 9 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 1, for maximal speed.

In the first week, no significant differences in maximal speed were found between 1st half and 2nd half, independent of the matches ($F_{1,12} = 0.505, p > 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.040, standardized difference ES: 0.09 (–0.05; 0.25, 95% CI), minimum effect). Matches and halves interaction on maximal speed was found to be statistically significant ($F_{2,12} = 5.044, p < 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.457). The maximal speed decreased in the 2nd half compared to the 1st half in second (standardized difference ES: 1.25 (0.01; 2.49, 95% CI), strong effect) and third match (standardized difference ES: 0.12 (–1.01; 1.26, 95% CI), minimum effect). The maximal speed increased in the 2nd half versus the 1st half in first match (standardized difference ES: –0.49 (–1.62; 0.63, 95% CI), moderate effect).

The Fig. 10 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 2, for maximal speed.

In the second week, there was no significant difference in maximal speed between 1st half and 2nd half, without discriminating the matches ($F_{1,25} = 3.509, p > 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.123). Despite not significant, the maximal effect) showed significantly greater decrease compared to the first and third match (First match: standardized difference ES: 0.18 (–0.12; 0.50, 95% CI), minimum effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: 0.09 (–0.05; 0.25, 95% CI), minimum effect).

The Fig. 10 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 2, for maximal speed.
speed was higher in the 2nd half than in the 1st half (standardized difference ES: –0.29 (–0.62; 0.04, 95% CI), moderate effect). Moreover, Matches and halves interaction did not have a significant effect on maximal speed ($F_{(2,25)} = 0.291, p > 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.023). There was an increase in maximal speed in the 2nd half compared to the 1st half in each match (First match: standardized difference ES: –0.36 (–0.90; 0.16, 95% CI), moderate effect; Second match: standardized difference ES: –0.14 (–0.65; 0.37, 95% CI), minimum effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: –0.32 (–1.13; 0.49, 95% CI), moderate effect).

The Fig. 11 shows the differences between halves of the three consecutive matches played in week 3, for maximal speed.

In the third week, the maximal speed value was not statistically significant different between the 1st half and 2nd half ($F_{(1,21)} = 1.225, p > 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.055). Despite not significant, the maximum speed decreased by the 2nd half compared to the 1st half (standardized difference ES: 0.19 (–0.20; 0.59, 95% CI), minimum effect). In addition, Matches and halves interaction did not significantly have an impact on maximal speed ($F_{(1,21)} = 0.476, p > 0.05$, partial eta squared: 0.043). The maximum speed showed a decrease by the 2nd half compared to the 1st half in the first and third match (First match: standardized difference ES: 0.38 (–0.36; 1.12, 95% CI), moderate effect; Third match: standardized difference ES: 0.26 (–0.37; 0.89, 95% CI), moderate effect).

4. Discussion

This study aimed to analyze within-match (between-halves) and within-week variations in TD, HSR, HML, and maxSpeed intensities (m/min) during congested weeks among male soccer players. The main findings revealed that TD and HML measures (relativized per minute) show meaningful within-week and within-match differences, while HSR and maxSpeed remain unchanged.
TD comparisons revealed significant TD decreases during the second halves of matches in all weeks. Also, greater between-halves TD decreases were seen in Match 1 than in subsequent matches in week 1 and week 3. Meanwhile, Match 2 presented the greatest TD decrease in week 2. A recent systematic review that analyzed the effects of congested fixtures on external load performance affirmed that TD presents no significant differences during congested weeks containing two to three matches [18]. Indeed, a greater TD volume in Match 3 was shown during a congested week in previous research, suggesting that TD is not affected during congested weeks. This is similar to our findings regarding TD match intensity.

A study conducted on 11 elite soccer players revealed that TD was greater during the first half of a match than in the second half [27], which corroborates our results in terms of intensity. However, the same authors [27] suggested that physical and skill performance were not affected after a week containing three matches. It could be that TD intensities declined steadily over the course of the three matches. However, certain contextual factors, such as player rotation, opposition quality, and players’ pacing strategies to reduce running volumes, might have affected these findings [28, 29].

Considering HSR intensity, our results showed no significant differences between the first and second halves of games in week 1 and week 2, regardless of the number of matches played. Meanwhile, significant differences were observed in this regard in week 3. In fact, it was previously documented that high-intensity running distances covered in elite soccer are not significantly different across three matches played in the same week [30]. Although that study considered HSR volume and not intensity, the findings were similar to the results of the present study. Specifically, they suggest that HSR intensities are unaffected during congested weeks containing three matches.

In contrast, another study conducted on 11 elite soccer players revealed a progressive decrease in HSR distances during a congested week with three matches [31]. However, the two above-mentioned studies [30, 31] used different speed thresholds to measure HSR, which might account for the significant differences in the outcomes and subsequent comparisons. HSR is a measure of great importance given its relationship with lower-body injuries, especially hamstring muscle injuries [32, 33]. Therefore, understanding the impacts of HSR volume and intensity during congested weeks is of paramount importance to allow coaches to adjust training sessions accordingly.

Regarding the HML measure, significant decreases were reported during second halves in all weeks, regardless of the number of matches. HML is an important metric, as it corresponds to distances covered above 25.5 W·kg⁻¹ of metabolic power, which is an accurate indicator of energetic cost [34, 35]. There is a lack of evidence supporting the effects of congested fixtures on HML distances. One recent study conducted on 19 elite soccer players revealed that players who participated in three matches during congested weeks presented greater weekly HML distances than those who played in one or two matches [20]. The same authors suggested that HML is affected by congested fixtures, which aligns with our results [20]. However, the mentioned study considered weekly HML volume, while the present study considered HML match intensity only [20]. Another study aiming to analyze HML variations between match halves on 21 soccer players revealed significant HML decreases with moderate-to-high effect sizes in the second half, which also supports our findings. This suggests that HML volume and intensity present similarly significant decreases in second halves of matches during congested and non-congested weeks.

Regarding the maxSpeed measure, no significant differences were found between halves for all weeks, regardless of the number of matches. Few studies have reported maxSpeed variations across three matches played during a single week. However, one previous study indicated that high-intensity running—including maxSpeed—did not change during congested weeks [18]. This is in line with our results, as we observed slight increases during the second halves of some matches in week 1 and week 2. Although studies have focused on these types of metric volumes [36], the present study suggests that maxSpeed intensity is not affected by participation in three matches in one week. Also, no differences were observed between match halves. Measuring athletes’ maximal sprinting speeds is of paramount importance to adjusting training sessions and avoiding injuries [37]. Although maxSpeed intensity seems to remain unchanged within matches and within congested weeks, coaches should consider weekly sprinting distance recommendations to ensure that athletes are resilient enough to tolerate such loads in congested weeks [33].

Based on the evidence presented in the current study, the volume and intensity of the analyzed measures appear to present similar patterns across three-match congested weeks. Coaches and practitioners should analyze the within-match and within-week variations of different GPS metrics’ intensities—especially TD and HML measures per minute—to ensure that training is adjusted appropriately to suit players who participate in multiple matches during congested weeks. Also, analyzing variations in external loads (relativized per-minute using effect sizes) during congested weeks could help coaches track meaningful changes.

This study was not without its limitations. One of the main limitations was the small sample size, which is a typical issue in studies conducted in elite team sports settings. Another limitation was that the results from congested weeks were not compared with those from non-congested weeks. Furthermore, changes in performance across playing positions were not considered in the present study—however, this was beyond the scope of the present study.

Also, this study suffered from some issues related to the use of GPS systems [24]. Some GPS measures, especially distance-based measures, can depend heavily on contextual factors, such as winning or losing. Such dependencies could have influenced our findings [38, 39]. Finally, the fitness levels of players were not measured or considered as possible covariables. These attributes might play an important role...
in the recovery or the ability to delay the effects of fatigue. Future studies should utilize larger samples to reveal generalized patterns of load intensities while considering the contextual factors that might affect physical performance during congested weeks. Additionally, fitness parameters should be collected and considered as covariates.

5. Conclusions

The current study revealed that TD and HML present significant differences between both match halves in the three analyzed weeks. Meanwhile, HSR and maxSpeed measures exhibited no significant overall differences across matches. For these reasons, coaches and practitioners should consider the effects of congested weeks on TD and HML distances to ensure that players can cope with the energetic cost associated with participating in three consecutive matches in one week. Also, even though higher-intensity metrics such as HSR and maxSpeed intensities seem to remain unchanged during congested weeks, they still might need to be adjusted according to each player’s needs.
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